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Amber Island Players. S3 E15. Jul 18, 2008. The kids watch a play about themselves and all their past adventures ... Oh, you don't know how much I hate this play in which I play the lead role! Why should I pretend to care about people I don't care about? Why should I pretend to care about those I despise? Why should I pretend I love those I hate? Why should I pretend that I
don't like What am I doing on Amber Island -- I'm on Amber Island. Or maybe I'm on Amber Island for real, not playing a role. If that's true, then I'm really on Amber Island, but then what kind of acting is going on around me I have no doubt in my mind that this is not the island I find myself on, and it's not Amber Island at all. And it's not my island anymore. I am no longer the
person I used to be. But then who am I, who have I become on the island I'm on now? And, if the island is gone and I've become him, then what have I become to him? I became part of its soul and part of its nature. And it is no longer me in the past, it is no longer me in the present. And it is no longer me in the future, I have become part of something greater than me. I have
become myself. And I cannot say that I am not the same, I can't say that anything about me is the same. I didn't stay the same, I became different. I've become me. I'm still me. I became him. I became more than myself. I became me. I became him. This calls for a drink. I've become him. I am him. # I became him # That's something to drink to. Â¶ not that Â¶ # What's in the shot
glass # I don't know What water to dilute. And what's left â™ª In the mug â™ª All this, â™ª It's all been in my life â™ª When we, Seeing my mother off, To the war, We took her From the maternity ward In a coffin. And afterwards In the rain # We'd walk in the rain Ð˜, On their knees, â™ª And weeping â™ª Â¶ And kissed Â¶ Â¶ For Â¶ # For not saying goodbye With us
And now what, I don't know. I see, I see you in the window! Maybe it's a picture Not me, Looking, At you. Already, I'm not with All, By Life, I'll meet, Ð˜ Not, Ð¡ Who, Ð’ Ð¯, I, In Life... With All, I'll meet you, Meet, With, Everyone, Dating, Ð¡, Meet,
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